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Abstract: The momentum transfer control of a rigid spacecraft with two momentum wheel actuators is investigated
using feedback linearization technique focusing on very small nutation angle as a performance index. The equations of
motion are transformed to a general linearized form by feedback linearization, including a guarantee of internal dynamics
stability. It is known that the configuration of inertia properties plays a pivotal role by analyzing spacecraft energy level.
The assistance of added wheel is also analyzed analytically and numerically. The effectiveness of the proposed control
law is verified through simulation results.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that three actuators, either gas jets
or momentum wheels, can be used to control the atti
tude of a rigid spacecraft and that arbitrary reorientation
maneuvers of the spacecraft can be accomplished using
smooth feedback[11-[61. On the other hand, it is also well
proven that with less than three momentum wheel actu
ators the system becomes uncontrollable[71. As a result,
arbitrary reorientation maneuvers are analytically impos
sible using only two momentum wheel actuators. Never
theless, the attitude stabilization problem using only two
momentum wheel actuators have been performed by sev
eral researchers since wheels can fail to operate in space
like FUSE and Hayabusa examples[71-[81. Krishnan et
al. derived a discontinuous feedback control law that sta
bilized the spacecraft about any equilibrium attitude[81.
However, a series of eight maneuvers is required. Also,
Krishnan et al. have considered stabilizing an under
actuated rigid spacecraft using two momentum wheels
with the assumption that the initial velocity vector lies
in the same plane as the two momentum wheels[91. Tsio
tras and Longuski have considered stabilizing an axially
symmetric spacecraft using only two external pairs ofgas
jets[10]. However, the initial velocity is restricted to the
control input plane.

We restrict the attitude control problem from arbitrary
reorientation maneuver to the initial attitude acquisition
maneuver by momentum transfer control. In this study,
the feedback linearization technique is applied to know
the help of added wheel. The paper is organized as fol
lows. First, we simply formulate the dynamic equations
of motion for two-wheeled spacecraft model, resulting in
equations in terms of angular velocity and momentum.
From generalized equations of motion with the restric
tion that two wheels are located in the same plane, they
are simplified by placing two wheels to each spacecraft
principal axis. Next, the control law using feedback lin
earization technique is presented. As a result, the equa
tions of motion are easily transformed to a general lin-
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Figure 1: A rigid spacecraft using two momentum wheel
actuators
figure

earized form including internal dynamics with a stability
condition by Lyapunov function candidate. Finally, sim
ulation results are presented to verify the effectiveness of
the proposed contro1law.

2. EQUATIONS OF MOTION

Consider a rigid spacecraft installed with two momen
tum wheel actuators as shown in Fig. 1. We assume that
the wheel spin axes, a1 and a2, lie on the principal axes
b1-b2 plane. Assuming that external force and torque are
zero and two wheels are aligned along b1 and b2-axis
respectively, the governing equations of motion can be
formulated in the body frame as

I;Wl + (13 - I2)w2w3 - hW2W3 + Ul == 0

I;w2 + (II - I3)W3Wl + hW1 W3 + U2 == 0

I3w3 + (12 - I1 )WIW2 + hw2Wl - hW1W2 == 0

I; hWl + JW1 (12 - I3)w2w3 + JW1 hW2W3 - II Ul == 0

I;hw2 + Jw2 (I3 - I1 )WIW3 - JW2h11JIW3 - I2u2 == 0
(1)
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The total kinetic energy of the spacecraft is written as

The time derivative of the total kinetic energy is given in
the form

(2)

(3)

A positive value ofut satisfies wg > 0 condition regard
less of the sign of wt since the integral of ut in time can
guarantee positive sign of the right-hand side of Eq. (8).
On the contrary, the nutation angle initially decreases to
the negative torque value of ut about the unstable mo
ment of inertia properties satisfying II > 13 > 12. More
over, u~ is not related to the initial stability condition to
reduce nutation angle from Eq. (8). To verify this rel!1
tionship exactly, the initial angular momentum about b2
axis can be rewritten as

It means that u~ does not change the angular momentum
about h2-axis in the initial state since the spacecraft ini
tially spins about h2-axis.

3.2 Control Law Design by Feedback Linearization

The feedback linearization technique is used for the
momentum transfer control of a rigid spacecraft with two
momentum wheel actuators. Candidate output and refer
ence functions for feedback linearization based on initial
stability analysis are chosen as

Therefore, the time derivative of the total kinetic energy
is related to the torque input and angular speed of each
wheel. As a convenient criterion for the momentum trans
fer, the nutation angle of the spacecraft is defined as

(4)

where IhI denotes the magnitude of the total angular mo
mentum. Note that Ihl is constant by momentum conser
vation principle. a and {J are the clockwise alignment
angle of each wheel about hI -axis. Therefore, the nuta
tion angle decreases from 90 deg, with the initial spin of
the spacecraft about h2 or h3 -axis, to a smaller value as
the DST maneuver takes place.

Y1 == I1W1+ hW1 ' Y2 == I2w2 + hW2

Y1r == hT(l - e- t
/
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), Y2r == hTsech(t/T2)

(9)

(10)

3. CONTROL LAW DESIGN BY
FEEDBACK LINEARIZATION

Successive derivatives of output functions until they ex
plicitly contain control input to determine the relative de
gree are as follows

Then, the linearized equations ofmotion can be expressed
as

Therefore, the numerator of the nutation angle, namely,
the angular momentum about hI -axis can be written as

3.1 Initial Stability Analysis

The perturbed states from initial pure h2-axis spin are
prescribed as

(12)

Y1 == 81(x) + T1 (X)U2

Y2 == 82 (x) + T2 (x)U1
(11 )

¢J(O) = 0, ~:G(x) = 0

Y1 == (12 - I3)w2W3 + hW2 W3,

Y2 == (13 - 11)W3W1 - hW1 w3,

Hence, the partial differential equation can be solved by
separating variables to obtain

¢(x) == I1W1 + hW1 + I2w2 + hW2 (13)

which satisfies ¢(0) == O. The internal dynamics is equiv
alent to the sum of output functions Y1 and Y2 for the
feedback linearization. Now, the equations of motion of
the spacecraft are easily transformed to a general feed
back linearized form by changing the variables such that

To identify the internal dynamics, a variable ¢(x) is cho
sen such that

(6)

(5)

I;wt + (13 - I2)w2owg + ut == 0

I;w~ + u~ == 0

I3wg + (12 - I1)W20wt - W20hWl == 0
. d d d

I; hW1 + JW1 (12 - I3)w2oW3 - II u1 == 0
* . d d12hW2 - 12u2 == 0

d dWI == WI , W2 == W20 + W2,

hW1 == h~l ' hW2 == h~2'

It is easy to know that wg > 0 condition is required to
decrease the nutation angle with the inertia properties sat
isfying 12 > 13 > I1. Now, to identify the sign of wg,
combination of linearized equations of motion yields

(15)

(14)

1) == ~2 + ~4

e== Ace + Bc'"'((x)[u - a(x)]

y == Gee

The error dynamics and nonlinear feedback law are given
by

E == AcE + Be [ry(x)(u - a(x)) - R2 ] == AE

u == T(X)-l( -8(x) + R2 + v)
(8)

(7)
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Therefore, A can be Hurwitz by choosing a proper gain
matrix K. In other words, there exists a positive definite
matrix Q satisfying

Table 1: Stability conditions for a rigid spacecraft with
two momentum wheels
table

(16)

For a Lyapunov function candidate V == ~xTPx > 0 for
x =I=- O. The Lyapunov equation guarantees a unique pos
itive definite solution. Based on the Eq. (13), the internal
dynamics is not globally asymptotically stable. However,
since the Lyapunov stability condition of Eq. (16) guar
antees that output functions track reference trajectories
eventually, the internal dynamics is stable.

With the restriction that the misalignment angles of a
and (3 are small from orthogonal configuration, output
functions for feedback linearization in Eq. (10) can be
modified as

ConI

SoIl

Sol2

Con2

SoIl

Sol2

(I1wp + hp ) - 13wp > 0
(I1wp + hp ) - I2wp > 0
Ifwp == 0, then hp > 0

If hp == 0, then II - 13 > 0 and II - 12> 0
II has to be the maximum moment of inertia

(I1wp + hp ) - I3wp < 0
(I1wp + hp ) - I2wp < 0
Ifwp == 0, then hp < 0

If hp == 0, then II - 13 < 0 and II - 12 < 0
II has to be the minimum moment of inertia

4. STABILITY ANALYSIS

A linear stability analysis is considered. A perturbed
form of the nominal motion is established by defining
variables as follows:

It is motivated by the idea that the momenta oftwo wheels
about hI and h2-axes depend on the alignment angles a
and (3. The rotor misalignment causes desired nominal
spin to deviate from a pure hI-axis spin, since the angular
momentum about h2-axis is produced by alignment angle
o. However, the added wheel aligned with h2-axis can
remove this term, even though the added wheel also has
a misalignment angle about b2-axis.

where

Requiring the coefficient ofEq. (21) to be positive yields
the two necessary stability conditions to guarantee non
divergent solutions for W2 and W3 as shown in Table 1.
Solution 1 indicates that the addition of a spinning ro
tor within the spacecraft could contain enough angular
momentum to stabilize a spacecraft's spin axis, even for
minor or intermediate axes. Therefore, this result does
not specify any inertia relationships. However, solution
2 shows that the rotation about either the major or mi
nor inertia axes is stable, and is similar to the rigid body
stability condition. Therefore, the real spacecraft is only
stable when spinning about the major axis in this state,
since no spacecraft is ever a perfectly rigid body. These
stability conditions are open loop analysis results with
out control inputs by linearization about an equilibrium
point in (18), and the closed loop stability by a feedback
control law is already verified in section 3.2. The closed
loop stability analysis guarantees the asymptotic stabil
ity by feedback linearization technique, but there is no
relationship between stability conditions and spacecraft
dynamics. On the contrary, based on Table 1, the above
stability conditions contain moment of inertia properties
and angular momentum of the spacecraft. Therefore, we
can understand the physical meaning of stability condi
tions' even though they cannot satisfy asymptotic stabil
ity conditions.

(19)

(18)

(17)

W2 == w~, W3 == wg

hW2 == h~2

WI == Wp + wt,

hW1 == hp + h~l'

w~ + Alwg == 0

wg + A2Wg + ~ht2 == 0
'd d
hW2 + JW2AIW3 == 0

Yl == I1Wl + cos ohW1 + cos (3h w2

Y2 == I2w2 + sin ohW1 + sin (3hw2

The equations of motion are simplified into

gives the characteristic equation such as

Numerical simulations are conducted to verify the per
formance ofproposed control law. Time constants Tl and
T2 determining reference trajectory shapes are set to 800
and 1200, respectively. A feedback gain matrix K is de
signed, 00 = 0.1, al = 0.001, 130 = 0.1, (31 = 0.001, to
assign the eigenvalues of Ac - BcK at a desired location
in the left-half complex plane. To prevent unusually ex
cessive control commands, torque commands are imple
mented with a limiter such that -N1 S Ul(t), U2(t) S
Nt, where the maximum torque input N 1 is set to 0.005
Nm. Moreover, to prevent unusually excessive wheel
speed, the wheel speed is implemented with a limiter such

5. SIMULATION

(21)

(20)

Then the determinant of coefficients by taking Laplace
transforms ofEq. (19)

S Al 0
A2 S ~

o -Jw2Al S
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Figure 2: Simulation results( Q = 0 deg, f3 = 90 deg and
12 > 13 > II )
figure

Figure 3: Simulation results( (1 = 0 deg, (1 = 90 deg and
12 > 13 > II )
figure

that -N2 S f2 1(t), f22(t) S N2, where the maximum
wheel speed N 2 is set to 5000 rpm for each wheel. In
other words, the maximum angular momentum of each
wheel is set to 26 Nms. The spacecraft initially spins
about h2-axis with a spin rate of 0.1771 rad/sec. The
spacecraft inertia property is crucial for the successful
momentum transfer maneuver. Therefore, according to
the simulation cases, the initial spin axis h2 of the space
craft is chosen as the maximum or minimum moment of
inertia axis. Nevertheless, the proposed control law pro
duces a proper tracking control torque command to exe
cute successful momentum transfer maneuver. The per
formance index is the final nutation angle that needs to be
made small enough.

First, a simulation is performed by using the proposed
control law in Eq. (15). The moment of inertia data for
the spacecraft model and two momentum wheels are [ II,
12 ,13 ] = [ 85.12,113.59,86.24 ] kgm2 and [ IwI' IW2 ]

= [ 0.05, 0.05 ] kgm2, respectively. Therefore, the initial
spin axis h2 of the spacecraft is chosen as the maximum
moment of inertia axis, whereas one wheel from two in
stalled in the hI -axis for the nominal spin is aligned along
the minimum moment of inertia axis in opposition to that
of the platform. The simulation results are shown in Figs.
2-3. The control input U1(t) regardless ofu2(t) has posi
tive value in the initial state based on the stability analysis

in section 3.1, and they gradually converge to zero af
ter appropriate torque profile generation by feedback lin
earization. Therefore, the nominal spin axis hI seems to
absorb the initial angular momentum ofthe spacecraft ef
fectively. In other words, output functions track reference
trajectories with a small error bound. As a result, the final
nutation angle converges to a very small value, 0.6 deg,
over the maneuver time with negligible residual oscilla
tion. The total kinetic energy decreases from maximum
value 220 J since the wheel angular momentum is smaller
than 1 Nms based on Eq. (2). Even though the simula
tion result satisfies the open loop stability conditions in
condition 2 of Table 1, since one of the two conditions
is almost zero, it does not meet the stability requirement
of characteristic equation in Eq. (21). It means that the
spacecraft is likely to be unstable about the small distur
bance torque or force at the steady-state in Fig. 2 without
continuous active control. Moreover, two wheels are not
saturated to the maximum speed as can be seen in the Fig.
3.

Secondly, the proposed control law is used again for
the case of unstable moment of inertia configuration,
namely, the initial spin axis h2 of the spacecraft is cho
sen as the minimum moment of inertia axis, whereas one
wheel from two installed in the b1-axis for the nominal
spin is aligned along the maximum moment of inertia
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Figure 4: Simulation results( Q = 0 deg, (3 = 90 deg and
II > 13 > 12 )

figure

axis in opposition to that of the platform. Therefore, the
moment of inertia data for the spacecraft model are cho
sen as [ II, 12 , 13 ] = [ 113.59, 85.12, 86.24 ] kgm2 .

The simulation results are shown in Figs. 4-5. The con
trol input Ul (t) regardless of U2 (t) has negative value in
the initial state in opposition to the first simulation re
sult, and they also gradually converge to zero after ap
propriate torque profile generation by feedback lineariza
tion. Therefore, the nominal spin axis b1 seems to absorb
initial angular momentum of the spacecraft effectively.
As a result, the final nutation angle converges to a very
small value, 0.6 deg, over the maneuver time with neg
ligible residual oscillation. The wheel angular momen
tum hW1 (t) becomes finally negative value larger than 1
Nms to satisfy the constant total angular momentum re
quirement. Therefore, the total kinetic energy level main
tains the first maximum value 225 J through the simula
tion time in opposition to the first simulation result. Even
though the simulation result satisfies the open loop stabil
ity conditions in condition 1 of Table 1, since one of the
two conditions is almost zero like the previous simulation
result, it does not meet the stability requirement of char
acteristic equation in Eq. (21). Therefore, the spacecraft
is likely to be unstable about the small disturbance torque
or force at the steady-state in Fig. 4 without continuous
active control.
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Figure 5: Simulation results( a = 0 deg, fJ = 90 deg and
II > 13 > 12 )

figure

Finally, Figures 6-7 present the simulation results un
der the existence of rotor misalignment in both wheels,
namely, the alignment angles of two wheels are Q = 2
deg and {3 = 88 deg, respectively. Nevertheless, the pro
posed control law produces two proper tracking control
torque commands Ul (t) and U2 (t) to execute a success
ful momentum transfer maneuver. As a result, the final
nutation angle converges to a very small value, 0.6 deg,
over the maneuver time. However, the new control law
should be designed to the large misalignment angle since
the proposed one is derived from two wheels configura
tion orthogonal to the principal axes.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the momentum transfer control problem
was proposed for a rigid spacecraft with two momentum
wheel actuators. The feedback linearization technique
was used for two wheels configuration orthogonal to the
principal axes including the verification of asymptotic
stability. As a result, the proposed control law was able
to achieve satisfactory attitude resulting in a very small
nutation angle. It was also analyzed that the added wheel
did not contribute to the initial attitude acquisition ma
neuver in the initial state when it is installed in the initial
spin axis. However, the added wheel overcomes the rotor
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Figure 6: Simulation results( ex = 2 deg, (3 = 88 deg and
12 > 13 > II )
figure

misalignment problem effectively by the proposed con
trollaw. The two-wheel configuration is related close to
the attitude reorientation maneuver problem based on the
previous studies since wheels can fail to operate in space.
Therefore, this issue is suggested for further study.
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